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date Sweet edible fruit of the date palm with a single long woody seed.
His date never stopped talking.

deadline The point in time at which something must be completed.
The deadline of 6pm passed without incident.

expiration The end of a period of time.
The expiration of the lease.

expiry The end of a fixed period of time.
An expiry date.

extremity That part of a limb that is farthest from the torso.
The peninsula s western extremity.

february The month following January and preceding March.

finally Used to introduce a final point or reason.
Finally it is common knowledge that travel broadens the horizons.

fortnight A period of two weeks.
Most major tennis tournaments last a fortnight.

hour The distance travelled in one hour.
You can t turn him away at this hour.

january The first month of the year; begins 10 days after the winter solstice.

last Especially in enumerating points lastly.
The last house in the village.

may Used to ask for or to give permission.
You may confirm my identity with your Case Officer if you wish.

monday The second day of the week; the first working day.

month A period of time between the same dates in successive calendar months.
He paid the bill last month.

morning Every morning.
I ve got a meeting this morning.
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noon The middle of the day.
The service starts at twelve noon.

passing In sport the action of passing a ball to another team member.
Thousands mourned his passing.

saturday The seventh and last day of the week; observed as the Sabbath by Jews and
some Christians.

season A period of the year marked by special events or activities in some field.
New season s lamb.

secondly
In the second place (used to introduce a second point or reason.
He was presented first of all as a hopelessly unqualified candidate and
secondly as an extremist.

sunday First day of the week; observed as a day of rest and worship by most
Christians.

termination The action of terminating something or the fact of being terminated.
Workers were informed of the terminations on Wednesday.

thursday The fifth day of the week; the fourth working day.

time The rhythmic pattern of a piece of music as expressed by a time signature.
His time for the mile was 3 49 31.

tuesday The third day of the week; the second working day.
wednesday The fourth day of the week; the third working day.

week The time spent working during a week.
The course lasts sixteen weeks.

weekday Any day except Sunday (and sometimes except Saturday.
The weekday rush hour.

weekend Spend the weekend.
Nobody wants to work on the weekend.

year
A period of time occupying a regular part of a calendar year that is used for
some particular activity.
In the year 1920.
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